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A Lumpy Universe  
• LEFT: The universe within about 1000 million light-years (~300 Mpc) 

around Earth, showing local large scale structure as superclusters 
forming filaments and walls in the universe 

• RIGHT: The 2 degree Field (2dF) survey map, containing: the Sloan 
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) Great Wall, 1,370 million light years 
(Mlyrs) long  (~430 Megaparsec);  

 



The Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker  
(FLRW) standard model of cosmology  

 
• The FLRW metric is isotropic and homogeneous:  

 
 
 
 

       
 
• The Einstein Field Equations  

 
• With a  perfect fluid source 

 
• give the Friedmann equations: 

 
 

 
 

• Linear perturbations are added to represent structures  
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The averaging problem in relativity and cosmology 
How does the exact “smoothing” happen? 

 

• The problem comes from the fact that spatial averaging and applying the 
Einstein’s field equations are two operations that do not commute due to 
the non-linear nature of General Relativity. e.g. (Ellis, 1983; Ellis, CQG, 
28, 164001 Zalaletdinov, gr-qc/0701116, 2007)  

 

 

 

• Applying this to the lumpy universe gives “macroscopic” Einstein 
equations and Friedmann equations with extra terms, often called 
backreaction terms    

 

•  Several formalisms developed : e.g. scalar averaging by Buchert, GRG 
32, 105, 2000;  a covariant tensor approach (macroscopic gravity) by 
Zalaletdinov, GRG 24,  1015, 1992. 

 
 



Macroscopic Gravity Formalism, 
(Zalaletdinov, 1992, 1998) 

• Allows one to average tensor equations 

 

• Applying it to General Relativity gives additional terms 
in the Einstein’s equations  

 



Macroscopic Gravity Formalism 
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Cosmological exact solutions of MG 

• Coley, Pelavas, Zalaletdinov, PRL 95 (2005) 151102 
obtained a solution for a flat FLRW macroscopic 
metric  

 

 

• Wijenayake & MI,  PRD91, 063534, (2015), derived 
an anisotropic solution. 

 

• We use in this work the Coley, Pelavas, Zalaletdinov 
solution with a cosmological constant. 
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Questions to be explored 

• While the backreaction terms have been found small, their effect on 
cosmological parameter constraints in precision cosmology is still an 
open question. (e.g. reviews: Rasanen, CQG, 28, 164008, 2011; 
Clarkson & Umeh, CQG, 28, 164010, 2011) 
 

• Is the averaging effect significant enough for a percent-level precision 
cosmology? 
 

• Are the back-reaction terms significant for percent level precision 
observations? 
 

• Is back-reaction correlated to other cosmological parameters? 
 

• How to take such an effect into consideration within the standard 
framework of cosmology?  



Data sets and framework used 
(Wijenayake, MI, PRD 2015, Wijeneyake, Lin, MI, 2016) 

• We modified and used the CMB software package CAMB and 
the Monte-Carlo-Markov Chain based package CosmoMC 

• We changed  the expansion and growth rate equations in all 
the codes to implement the averaged macroscopic gravity.  



Results: Constraints on Backreaction  and cosmological 
parameters from combined probes including full CMB  
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Results: Constraints on Backreaction  and cosmological parameters 

from combined probes including full CMB   
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Concluding Remarks 

• Backreaction density term constrained using MG 
formalism and current available data  as 

 

• Backreaction density term is found highly correlated with 
the dark energy density, the amplitude of matter 
fluctuations and the Hubble constant.  

 

• If these  finding will persist with future data then it should 
be considered/included by future high precision 
cosmology analyzes. 



Application: The effect of inhomogeneities on cosmological  
parameter estimation using exact solutions  

• Cosmological constructions using exact 
matching of spacetimes where the observer is 
not at a privileged location 
 

• By the Darmois matching spacetime 
conditions, these are still  exact solutions to 
EFE 
 

• Studies  find residual  effects on redshift and 
distance observables  
(e.g. reviews by Ellis, CQG, 28, 164001 , 2011; 
Marra & Notari, CQG, 28, 164004, 2011) 
 

• A common finding is that observables are 
affected leading to small but non negligible 
effect on  cosmological parameters. 
 

• Are these effects at the level of systematic 
effects in cosmological  data?   
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definitions 
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